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Insider
The only certainty is change
As I write this, the federal election has concluded and the outcome has just
been decided. Thankfully, after eight days of vote counting, there has been
a resolution and not simply a hung parliament or a second election. During
that post-election week, the potential impact of not having a clear outcome
was already evident, with our cherished AAA credit rating at some risk of a
downgrade.
Stability in government is so important to Australia’s future as the country
transitions from a mining-dominated economy to a so-called smart economy full
of innovation. But depending on how a government is formed, what impact will it
have on public sector ICT procurement? Theoretically, for the most part the answer
should be ‘no’, with one major exception — the NBN, where the Coalition and Labor
have been promising very different things. Of course, election promises are one
thing; what happens when the pollies get back to work and have to deal with reality,
is something entirely different. So it’ll be interesting to see which direction the NBN
now takes — will it be ‘situation normal’ or will there be yet another system redesign
and great rejoicing among manufacturers of fibre-optic products? I guess we’ll have
to wait and see.
The place to be to feel the pulse of all that’s happening in government ICT is at
next month’s Technology in Government conference in Canberra, held over the 2nd
and 3rd of August. This is a must-attend event for anyone involved in public sector
ICT, whether as a government decision-maker, vendor, analyst or academic. With
a packed program of speakers and roundtables, as well as a bustling exhibition,
there’ll be something for everyone at all levels of government.
GTR and WF Media are delighted to be a media partner for Technology in
Government; in this issue we present the official show magazine, complete with
the full conference guide. There’s a lot of content to choose from, but if you can’t
get to any specific conference session, use the information in the guide to connect
and network with other ICT professionals in government and business to get your
burning questions answered.
As always, GTR will be on the prowl, so let us know if you see anything worth a
mention in our next edition, or simply email me at editor@govtechreview.com.au.
Jonathan Nally, Editor
gtr@wfmedia.com.au
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Identity Management

TRUST BUT VERIFY
DIGITAL IDENTITIES AND
THE GOVERNMENT
David Braue

AS ITS OWN IDENTITY CRISIS BITES, AUSTRALIA’S FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IS
MUSTERING SUPPORT FOR A SECURITY OVERHAUL.

Rachel Dixon,
Head of Identity, Digital Transformation Office
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A

nnounced in the
weeks before the
election, a $50m
plan by the Malcolm
Turnbull-led Liberals
to “modernise” the government’s
myGov centralised-government portal
reflected the increasingly critical role
of centralised services as a digitaltransformation beachhead — and the
urgency of improving security in step
with the government’s broadening
transformation agenda.
Security is hardly a new concern
for government, and indeed was
naturally an early goal of the Digital
Transformation Office (DTO) Digital
Service Standard. But whole-ofgovernment security models have been
hindered by a past in which agencies
were left to their own devices for
security processes and technologies
were chosen on what amounted to a
haphazard basis.
While those solutions might have
been adequate for an individual
agency’s needs, as the government
coalesces around myGov as a core
citizen interface to government, the
cracks are starting to show.
Turnbull’s announced overhaul —
which looked as if it might have had to
be modified had the Coalition failed to
emerge fully victorious in the seemingly
endless election counting — flagged a
range of issues with current processes,
such as the “complex, repetitive”
and error-prone processes by which
citizens manage their governmentrelated information. A “simplified and
improved” sign-in process will include
federated authentication across a
range of government agencies,
better mobile support and better
usability overall.
The move to revisit myGov
— coming on the heels of the
government’s 2015 Budget
commitment of $33.3 million to
construction of a “trusted digital identity
framework” as a founding pillar of the
$254.7 million allocated to jump-start
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“There’s value in having trusted identities in
transactions, especially where sensitive data
or money is involved.” — Rachel Dixon

the DTO — reflects the government’s
continuing efforts to not only step up
its cybersecurity agenda, but to do so
through a centralised and consistent
framework that works in lockstep with
the DTO’s overall transformation efforts.
Rachel Dixon, head of identity with
the DTO, is leading the effort to turn
the government’s identity focus into
reality. “Giving users the choice to
establish their digital identity once
is our basic aim,” she wrote in a blog
earlier this year to explain the DTO’s
plans for a Trusted Digital Identity
Framework (TDIF). The TDIF will debut
in August as an alpha product in two
parts — a federated identity service to
verify users’ identities and a credential
or log-in that is issued to users and
allows them to log-in to access secure
government services.
The first element of that effort will
mirror the efforts undertaken by the
UK’s Government Digital Service (GDS)
Verify service, which has authorised
nine companies to provide UK citizens
with identity verification services
that then provide access to specific
government services.
“Identity is better thought of as
the ability to have trust online,” wrote
Dixon, who will speak of the agency’s
efforts to an audience of government
decision-makers — many of whom will
ultimately be users of the TDIF and
beneficiaries of the DTO’s work in this
area — at AC Events’ Technology in
Government conference in August.
“We’re considering a range of ‘use
cases’ to better understand the user
needs and implications of various

designs, on both the product and the
framework,” she wrote.
TOWARDS A NEW IDENTITY MODEL
The depth of the government’s
commitment to identity-based services
reflects changes in users’ interaction
patterns — mobiles have quickly come
to dominate government interactions,
for example — that have complicated
efforts to provide a single sign-on for
government. The DTO is considering
several models for its service,
including the NIST Trust Vectors model.
Whichever standard is followed in
the end, however, improvements in
technology have helped adapt identity
systems to evolving government
requirements, noted John Lord,
managing director of identity
verification provider GBG DecTech.
Melbourne-based GBG has already
integrated its cloud-based, Australiandeveloped identity service into the UK’s
Verify program and Lord believes the
time is right for Australia’s transformationminded government to leverage the
technology in the same way.
“The convenience of how you
access these things has totally
changed,” said Lord, “and the
technologies that support the
authentication process are a lot slicker.”
Expanding datasets correlate
identity profiles with information about
devices used, the location of people
accessing services and other factors —
enabling a higher degree of accuracy
in verifying the identity of a person
accessing online services through a
broad range of modalities.
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Identity Management
“Five years ago we could probably
verify maybe 100m systems around the
world,” said Lord, “but now we have
data algorithms, biometrics and other
capabilities to verify over 5 billion
citizens uniquely in the one platform.
If you can get online, there is a really
good chance that we are going to be
able to authenticate you.”
As a third-party provider of identity
services, GBG has been making
approaches to be involved in the
DTO’s evolving identity security work
and Lord believes looming proof-ofconcept works — highlighted in a DTO
tender issued in early May — will clarify
the value of large-scale digital identity
management in the Australian context.
“The technology is now ready
— and, more importantly, the user
experience is ready — for mass
adoption of digital services,” he said.
“They have to get it right this time and I
absolutely believe they will.”

“For IoT to be readily accepted, we need to be
looking at security and privacy implications and
dealing with those up front.” — Laurie Patton

Laurie Patton, CEO, Internet Australia

TRUST MUST BE EARNED
Just what role the private sector will
play in the TDIF remains to be seen.
Dixon noted that extant identity
verification services from government
may compromise the commercial
market for such services. Yet as the
new identity architecture evolves, the
potential commercial opportunities —
already identified by the likes of GBG —
are forming part of the process.
That process has also included a
strict procedural focus throughout the
project’s Discovery phase, with privacy
a key learning point. In this area, Dixon
highlighted the importance of watching
what people do around managing their
identities as well as what they say they

for example, found that government
agencies were the second least-trusted
bodies when it came to protecting
private data, with 49% of Australians
expecting a government data breach
within the next 12 months — higher
than in any other industry save
telecommunications (58%).
“Consumer trust must be earned
and maintained,” warned John
Kendall, security program director with
Unisys Asia Pacific, in a statement.
“Many Australians have personally
experienced a data breach or have
seen media reports of high-profile
breaches by government and telcos,
so they have a low level of trust in the
ability of those organisations to protect
their data.

want — a dichotomy that becomes most
evident when comparing, say, people’s
willingness to use fingerprint scanning
to log into their phones but refusal to
use fingerprints to access government
services.
An established body of evidence
makes this no surprise. A Unisys
Security Insights survey last year,

“To build trust, an organisation
needs to not only take preventative
measures, but to make those measures
visible to build public confidence.”
Just how that visibility might manifest
remains one of the guiding parameters
of the DTO’s work. It’s already well
understood that user experience
is a key aspect of any secure
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implementation — and that government
bodies are trailing private-sector
web properties such as Facebook,
Google and Dropbox, which have
successfully built networks of hundreds
of thousands of related properties that
seamlessly flow user authentication
between their various sites.
Whichever government credentials
emerge from the current push for
a consistent identity, it’s clear that
their handoff will need to happen as
smoothly behind the scenes, as the
services they feed are integrated within
the consumer interface.
This perception of smoothly
functioning identity will, in turn, feed
consumer perception of a smoothly
integrated and secure identity-based
government that is also seen to be
protecting the privacy of its citizens’
details and empowering them with, as
the policy puts it, “greater control of
their information”.
“We’re very conscious of the
principle of privacy by design and will
be providing more information on our
plans with regard to this soon,” Dixon
said. “There’s value in having trusted
identities in transactions, especially
where sensitive data or money is
involved.”

IDENTITY EVERYWHERE
The standardisation of identity opens
up opportunities for federation of
those identities to departments at the
state and local government levels,
where citizen-centric portals — such
as those of the NSW and Queensland
governments — could be wrapped
into the evolving identity-federation
framework.
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Identity Management

Yet even as the handing of myGov
to the DTO reflects the government’s
continued development of trusted
identity processes, technology is
conspiring to muddy the field further as
the Internet of Things (IoT) continues on
its exponential trajectory.
Growing numbers of smart and
dumb devices being deployed in
the field — particularly for smartcity initiatives based around smart
power meters, parking and traffic
sensors, adaptive lighting and the
like — will complicate the identity
paradigm by requiring non-repudiable
authentication mechanisms capable of
authenticating and validating the data
they produce.
In a recent assessment of the
IoT market, Gartner predicted that
there would be some 25 billion IoT
devices installed by 2020, with 6.8
billion of those related to smart-city
implementations. Reports suggest
that the US federal government alone
spent US$35 billion (AU$48 billion) on
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IoT solutions between 2011 and 2015
alone. This growth helped position IoT
as one of Gartner’s top 10 strategic
technologies for government this
year, alongside areas such as open
data, digital government platforms,
multichannel citizen engagement and
citizen electronic-identification efforts.
And while IoT is more relevant for
governments as an internal tool for
service delivery, efforts to boost its
security are increasingly relying on
identity paradigms to ensure that IoT
rollouts don’t get out of hand.
“IoT is an incredible opportunity and
many of the opportunities that will flow
are not just economic,” said Internet
Australia CEO Laurie Patton, who is
tailoring his Technology in Government
presentation around IoT and the
security issues it presents.
“For IoT to be readily accepted,
we need to be looking at security and
privacy implications and dealing with
those up front,” he told GTR. “The
government must be on the front foot

helping sort out issues in relation to
security and privacy, before they cause
a backlash. And we need to be mindful
of the fact that IoT is not just about
economic development, but about
social development.”
Internet Australia was a founding
member of the recently formed Internet
of Things Alliance Australia (IoTAA),
which will unite industry groups
and commercial businesses with
government bodies and similar efforts
overseas to address on policy issues
around IoT.
The need for government
leadership will persist whether the
Coalition is returned — putting its
digital services strategy into effect — or
whether the DTO and other elements of
Turnbull’s grand transformation scheme
are reworked under a potential Labor
government.
Either way, said Patton, addressing
IoT and other identity-based issues
must be tackled from a bipartisan
perspective that keeps pace with
continuing rapid developments in
technology.
“We need a genuine culture of
innovation, and while both sides
of politics have talked a lot, there
has been more heat than light,” he
explained. “The way forward is for us all
to develop agreed national strategies
that have the support of all sides of
politics. This is a new horizon that we’re
only beginning to see.”

You can catch Rachel Dixon’s and
Laurie Patton’s presentations at
the Technology in Government
conference and expo in Canberra,
2–3 August. They’ll both be
speaking on the second day of the
event, Wednesday, 3 August. Check
out the Show Guide in this magazine
for the full line-up of dozens of
public sector, academic and
industry speakers who will outline
their experiences and insights into
government ICT.
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App Interface

IN THE

JOB-HUNTING
GAME

David Braue

SEARCHING FOR WAYS
TO IMPROVE OUTCOMES,
THE DEPARTMENT
OF EMPLOYMENT
HAS DESIGNED AN
APP THAT HELPS JOB
SEEKERS ALONG THEIR
EMPLOYMENT JOURNEY.
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S

tephen Moore readily
admits that games aren’t
the first thing that most
people consider when
they think of government
services. But an open mind and a
commitment to try something new have
led the Department of Employment to new
pastures as it puts the finishing touches
on a mobile app that he hopes will provide
a new way to engage and motivate the
750,000 job seekers his department
interacts with on a daily basis.
The department was “looking at
innovative ways of using technology
to drive the sorts of outcomes the
government wants”, Moore, the
department’s CIO, told GTR.
Moore will present the app at ACE
Events’ Technology in Government 2016
conference in Canberra in August.
“In our world our customers are
job seekers, who are trying to get into
work and have often lost their jobs

and become dispirited quite quickly,”
said Moore.
“In our department there is a lot of
focus on being innovative and willing to
try different things — and we thought we
could pick up on global trends by giving
them an app that encourages them to do
the right sort of things to be successful in
their search.”
The result is an app called JobFit,
which borrows heavily from conventional
fitness trackers that use a range of
rewards, incentives and reminders to
mould wearers’ behaviour.
JobFit has been designed to break
down the many elements that go into
a successful job search. Constant
monitoring will track the user’s progress
against those elements, offering advice
about behaviours or possible career
options that may not have yet come into
the equation.
“There is plenty of theoretical
evidence that these sorts of gamified
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approaches can influence consumers’
behaviour,” Moore said.
“In our case we were trying to stave off
that slide in terms of their attitude when
they don’t get a job straight away.
“If we can keep them engaged for
longer and give them a better idea of the
tools and practice that can help them be
successful, we hoped that would actually
provide a measurable difference,” he
added.
THE CREATIVE PROCESS
Designing and building the app proved to
be a learning experience — gamification
has been something of a blue-sky
endeavour within government, so the
department was mostly going it on its
own when it began speccing out JobFit’s
design.
“There are a handful of examples
around the place, with a lot of focus on
behavioural economics and the things that
gamification takes its leave from, but there
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was no-one really in government with the
expertise we needed,” Moore said.
This led the department to look for
those skills in the private market, where
it soon encountered gamification expert
3rd Sense, whose business-focused app
development efforts include apps for the
likes of Pfizer, Gyprock, John Holland and
McDonald’s.
That firm’s pedigree suited the type of
outcome that Employment was looking
for, so it was engaged to support the
development of JobFit — starting a backand-forth creative process that Moore
says proved to be a learning experience
for all involved.
3rd Sense “weren’t coming along with
a particular solution in mind”, said Moore,
noting that the mobile design firm was
engaged for a consultation period before
any design work was to take place.
“We were very conscious of being very
open-minded about what the solution
might look like,” he added. “On the basis
of talking with our staff and to job seekers,
we listened to what they recommended
as an approach.”
This wasn’t always easy, he admits.
“I had some preconceived ideas
where I bit my tongue and decided that
we would listen to the experts rather than
trying to influence the outcome too much,”
Moore said.
“They have come up with some very
interesting ways to deliver something, and
many times they were things that I and my
staff wouldn’t have thought of.”
EXPERIMENTATION
After months of testing, the finished app
— which is built around a point-scoring
metaphor that combines individual goalsetting with advice on everything from
interview techniques to CV writing — will
go live in the second half of this year, with
department-sanctioned employment
services providers engaged to encourage
job seekers to give it a try.
With a real gamified app completed
and ready to go, Moore is enthusiastic
both about the result and the process that
got the department there.

Keeping the scope of the app focused
on a particular user community, he said,
helped limit the complexity and cost of the
development work.
It also enabled Employment to build
a functional framework that can always
be expanded on as monitoring of job
seekers’ activities highlights areas where
new functionality can be helpful.
Getting a good sense of its real-world
value will likely take until the end of the
year. Yet, as usage expands and feedback
begins rolling in, the department will
be looking to measure an increase in
engagement.
This will be made possible by data
from administrative systems that tracks
hard metrics such as the number of job
interviews a job-seeker attends — as well
as from what Moore calls “more qualitative
measures around the impact we have
on the way job seekers feel about
themselves at the end of the day”.
“An important part of this is the
experimentation,” he said. “In the past we
haven’t been very good at how rigorously
we have trialled these sorts of things. We
are trying to influence attitude, and that’s
not an easy thing to measure.
“But JobFit hasn’t been an expensive
thing to build, and we will be working with
consultants to see what kind of changes
they have seen,”
he added.
“With so many job seekers, even a
small percentage improvement can make
a very big difference.”

You can catch Stephen Moore’s
JobFit presentation at the
Technology in Government
conference and expo in Canberra,
2–3 August. He will be speaking
on the second day of the event,
Wednesday, 3 August, at 11:50am.
Check out the Show Guide in this
magazine for the full line-up of
dozens of public sector, academic
and industry speakers who will
outline their experiences and
insights into government ICT.
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Headlines
AIIA calls on government to support digital economy
The Australian Information Industry Association (AIIA) has called on
the new Turnbull-led government to accelerate the transformation of
Australia to a digital economy.
Immediate action is necessary to ensure Australia remains globally
competitive in the digital era, according to AIIA CEO Rob Fitzpatrick.
“The AIIA looks forward to working with this new government,
along with elected officials across all party lines, to help lift Australia’s
prosperity and growth as a matter of priority,” he said.
“Without a doubt, digital technology will underpin our entire
economy. Given the world is rapidly changing, we must move fast to
set our course or risk being left behind,” he said.
“Australia’s prosperity hinges on our ability to innovate,
which in turn will drive jobs, growth and importantly, our global
competitiveness. And to innovate, we need the right environment
with the right infrastructure in place.”
The AIIA is urging the Turnbull government to prioritise four areas,
including development of Australia’s digital talent and skills base.
This will be vital considering research indicating that 45% of the
jobs of today will disappear in the next 15 years and that 75% of the
jobs replacing these will require STEM skills, the AIIA said.
Another area of focus should be business adoption of digital
technology. The association has called on the government to help

Image courtesy AEC.

ensure that not just large companies but SMEs are prepared for
the digital revolution, noting that SMEs in particular have been
underinvesting in technology.
Australia’s future economic growth will also be dependent on the
development of high-performance digital infrastructure, including
fast affordable broadband and 5G wireless networks. Finally, the
AIIA has argued that as the largest spender on ICT services, the
government should act as the exemplar of the digital push by
accelerating the digital transformation of government.

Turnbull, Shorten back electronic voting

Both Malcolm Turnbull and Bill Shorten have publicly endorsed the
concept of electronic voting, after an eight-day wait to find out the
result of the 2 July election.
Turnbull said that he had “been an advocate of electronic voting for a
long time”, adding that “yes, this is something we must look at”.
Shorten said, “We’re a grown-up democracy; it shouldn’t be taking
eight days to find out who’s won and who’s lost.
“We can’t afford to have our nation drift for eight days after an
election,” he added. “I take nothing away from the professionalism of
the Australian Electoral Commission, but it’s the 21st century.”
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Several jurisdictions successfully operate an electronic voting
system, including in Australia.
The collection of information during a national census is similar in
many ways to an election, with the e-Census proving very popular in
Australia in 2011. Almost three million households used e-Census that
year. So how difficult would it be to implement an electronic voting
system in Australia?
“The technology is certainly there to facilitate and enable” electronic
voting, said Brad Newton, vice president, ANZ, for DocuSign.
“I think this is a perfect example of where technology could deliver
a whole bunch of benefits outside of just a speedier result.
“If you look at what it is, it’s a transaction process,” Newton added.
“Any transaction process can be digitised. What the government
itself is saying is that it is 42 times cheaper for the government to do a
transaction electronically than face to face.
“And here we are, forcing the electorate to go out and do a
transaction face to face on a paper-based process.
“We’ve heard a number of excuses, such as security,” said Newton.
“I would say an electronic process in all cases would enhance the
level of security, because you can add secondary and tertiary levels of
authentication.”
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HOW TO
MITIGATE
THE RISK OF

P

ayroll fraud generally
refers to the gaining
of any form of financial
advantage by an
individual by deceptive
means, using an organisation’s payroll
systems and associated procedures.
The basic reason why people commit
payroll fraud is — because they can!
They have the know-how and they have
a need.
Luckily, there are several different
things you can do to mitigate the risk
for your organisation, and to help you
out we have provided a list below.
1. KNOW YOUR PAYROLL STAFF
When employing payroll staff there are
a number of important steps to take,
such as:
• Verify past employment history
directly with the former employer(s).
• Sight original qualification
documents or contact institutions
that issued the qualifications.
• Use social networking sites to gain
further confirmation of your future
employee’s background.
2. BE AWARE OF RED FLAGS
Ongoing, you should be vigilant on
commonly known and accepted
employee ‘red flags’ (being an
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PAYROLL
FRAUD
indication that there may be an issue
for further consideration), such as:
• Regularly working outside of
business hours or rarely taking
leave.
• Known spending or living beyond
the employee’s means.
3. SEPARATION OF DUTIES
The person who prepares the payroll
should not be the same person to
authorise it or create/enable the payroll
payments. This reduces the risk of
fraud and the possibility of collusion.
Where the scale of operations does
not allow for a proper separation of
duties, it is advised that you engage
independent resources to conduct
frequent review of payroll transactions.
4. ERRORS OF OMISSION AND
COMMISSION
Regularly performed and properly
prepared accounting reconciliations of
payroll to the general ledger should be
conducted by a person who sits outside
the payroll department and who is
not engaged in payroll preparation.
Reconciliation should consider what
should be there as opposed to what is
actually present. This approach should
make payroll fraud concealment more
difficult.

5. SECURITY ACCESS TO PAYROLL
SYSTEM
The system administrator should control
user access levels to system data
relevant to the organisational roles and
responsibilities.
6. PAYROLL SYSTEM AUDIT FILE
Pay critical data should be flagged to
report any changes on the encrypted
system audit file. This should include:
bank details, salary details and any new
or terminated staff.
7. SYSTEM REPORTS AND WARNINGS
Your payroll software should have
key payroll reports available for the
authorising agent and relevant payroll
staff. These reports should outline
details of each payrun including any
variations to help you determine the
accuracy of each pay. Automatic
warnings should be set up in your
payroll system to notify you about
any irregular activities, such as when
maximum salary limits are reached and
overtime.
Frontier Software provides payroll
services to Government agencies on
Local, State and Federal levels.
Frontier Software
www.frontiersoftware.com
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Technology@Work

A DEEPER PERCEPTION OF
HEALTH DATA
A vital women’s’ health programme in Victoria is being boosted through an improved solution
that provides easy visualisation of data.
Data science, analytics, big data and
the like might be common phrases
these days within the IT industry, but,
for the rest of society, these phrases
sometimes cause confusion and lead
to uncertainty of the benefits they can
bring. With governments around the
world opening up their data for public
use, a key issue is how to transform
this significant volume of data into a
dynamic and engaging information
resource accessible to a larger
audience.
Over the last 15 years, Spatial
Vision, a specialist in spatial
information and technologies,

Spatial Vision
www.spatialvision.com.au
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has developed an approach that is
attracting interest and gaining
traction within Australia. The
company’s PERCEPTION business
data publication system provides a
consistent user experience across
a board range of contemporary
browsers and devices. It offers
flexible data structures that can be
based around themes, classifications,
regions and/or time-series.
One of the more recent
applications of the platform has been
the Victorian Women’s Health Atlas,
which transformed significant volumes
of gendered data into a dynamic and
engaging information resource.
According to Vic Health, violence
against women is the biggest
contributor to ill health and premature
death in women aged 15 to 44.
A consequence of violence can be
the onset of mental illness, such
as anxiety and depression, which
makes up 58% of the disease burden
resulting from violence.
The Atlas enables users to view
and interact with maps and graphs
and to display statistics for each local
government area, toggling between
male and female results for indicators
from four priority health areas —
sexual health and reproduction,
gender equality, mental health and
violence against women.
The Atlas helps answer questions
such as:
• How does my one compare with
the state or neighbouring areas?
• How does this indicator vary
across regions?

•

Which areas of the state are in
greatest need?
Where disparity across genders
or geographical regions is identified,
fact sheets can be printed and used to
support advocacy and health planning
outcomes.
The Victorian Women’s Health
Atlas underpins Women’s Health
Victoria in the delivery of its charter
focusing on statewide women’s
health promotion activities, including
supporting the work of local
government authorities and regional
women’s health services throughout
the state.
“Access to reliable data is critical
to our efforts to improve health
outcomes. It is an important tool
in program and policy design and
evaluation. Until now we haven’t been
able to easily access gender-specific
data on key health issues,” said Rita
Butera, executive director of Women’s
Health Victoria.
“The Victorian Women’s Health
Atlas makes visible the differing
experiences of women and men
and provides an evidence base for
planning and monitoring which will
contribute to lasting improvements in
women’s health.”
Spatial Vision has used reliable,
open source componentry to develop
the PERCEPTION platform, eliminating
expensive third-party software licence
fees. The data-driven backend makes
it easily updatable and extendable,
dramatically reducing the workload
associated with publication and data
maintenance.
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Opinion
MORE RESPONSIVE GOVERNMENT
VIA A SINGLE VIEW
SHARING DATA ACROSS
DEPARTMENTS WILL
HELP GOVERNMENTS
BOOST EFFICIENCY
WHILE ALSO IMPROVING
PUBLIC SATISFACTION
AND CONFIDENCE.

David Hope, VP and MD, APAC, Pitney Bowes
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The public sector is taking a page out
of the business book as it jumps into
digital transformation to drive customer
engagement. Increasingly, government
agencies across the globe have a
common goal — to drive operational
efficiencies that ultimately lead to
organising customer data into a single
view that delivers insights for enhanced
customer service. This is beneficial
to government and citizens alike as it
increases efficiencies and lowers costs.
Efforts are underway in several
state, federal and local governments
to move towards digital platforms
that allow for more efficient support
services. The integration of data across
internal departments will enable
the public sector to create a master
customer database and easily identity
citizen profiles in a single view. This
modernisation process is challenging IT
departments to structure public services
and applications centred on data rather
than processes.
To effectively provide transactional
services to citizens, governments need
to rely on good data quality. Enriched
data delivers a holistic perspective of
each citizen’s unique history, behaviour
and preferences. With the right data
quality and engagement solutions, a
clean, enriched and ultimately complete
view of the customer can radically
change the public sector’s ability to
understand its citizens and improve
each engagement.

When government adopts a single
customer view, it gives citizens the
choice of being able to share their
information across agencies — for
example, when they update their
address with Medicare, Centrelink,
Child Support or the Australian Tax
Office. A single view makes it hasslefree for each citizen to interact with
different government agencies, while
it is also an added advantage for the
government.
Because local councils play a strong
role in the community’s perception
of government, it is important they
meet changing customer expectations
and consistently keep citizens up
to date about the latest information
and services. Some examples
include setting municipal rates,
issuing parking permits and handling
licensing applications. Yet most local
government agencies still require a
lot of time and resources to process
and complete transactions. This
ranges from interacting with a citizen
at a counter, speaking on the phone,
providing information and conducting
business. Similarly, it is taxing and timeconsuming for the citizens.
Aggregating all of this
information into a single view is
the solution that best will serve the
citizen and government alike, foster
collaboration and lead directly to better
citizen engagement, satisfaction
and trust.
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Delivering KVM
and AV technology
expertise

K

VM Australia was
established in 1999 as a
specialist importer and
distributor of KVM
(Keyboard-Video-Mouse)
technology, including but not limited to
KVM switches, extension technology,
and digital signage and audio video (AV)
technologies and solutions. KVM Australia
is the exclusive Australian and New Zealand
importers and distributors for Adder
technology (UK) and Guntermann and
Drunk (Germany).
Our expertise about KVM and AV
Technologies combined with high level access
to these world class manufacturers enables
us to provide Australian and New Zealand
integrators and installers with sound technical
advice from industry innovators and leaders
regarding possible solutions which require
KVM technology or extension technology.
New products from Adder Technology:
IP Based Extender and Matrix
The new AdderLink XDIP is an IP based
KVM extender or matrix.
Extend A/V and USB using your existing
network infrastructure. The AdderLink
XDIP is a flexible, IP-based, KVM
extender that can also be used to create
small IP matrices using your existing IP
infrastructure.
Key features:
• LAN based, AV over IP KVM solution
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•
•
•
•

USB 2.0 Hi-speed
100 m extension using a single cable
Extension and/or matrix solution
Software defined node

Fibre Extender
AdderLink XD150 FX: A high performance
fibre extender that can provide extension
distances of between 150m and 4km.
Extend visually lossless resolutions of up
to 2560x1600 at 60 Hz with zero latency.
Video, audio and USB all via a single fibre
cable with real time control.
Key features:
• 4 km extension for single-mode fibre optic
• 400 m extension for multi-mode fibre optic
• USB 2.0 high, full and low speed
• 2560x1600 at 60 Hz
• Real time control
• Visually lossless
• Plug and Play
• Single cable required
G&D KVM to rely on
KVM systems have become an integral part
of today’s infrastructures. They help optimise
workflows, provide an improved working
environment and, most importantly, are
extremely flexible. With the transition to filebased workflows, the use of IT systems in the
broadcast industry has drastically increased.
Therefore, the faultless and intuitive
operation of said systems is extremely
important. Being an essential part of the IT

infrastructure, KVM systems therefore also
provide support in controlling the play-out.
G&D products meet the attributes
associated with the term “Made in
Germany”. The promise the robust
housing makes is kept by the boards and
components. It’s not without reason that the
manufacturer has always been known for
offering systems, which run according to the
principle “install and forget”.
When it comes to quality, G&D have more
to offer than the tests of new products. All
of these processes are exactly matched, and
the company has been certified according to
DIN ISO 9001:2008, which does not only
make processes future-proof, but contributes
to the perfect interplay of the developed
components. Often, it’s the detail that counts.
G&D now offer the possibility to
integrate HDMI systems into KVM
matrix installations. The components are
compatible with the entire portfolio and
thus can be connected to modules for the
transmission of VGA, DVI or DisplayPort
signals. With their improved meaning of
“Made in Germany”, G&D products deliver.

KVM Australia
www.kvm.com.au
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The SecOps Gap —
how it’s threatening security and
what you can do about it
David Carless, Specialist, Cloud and Automation, BMC Software

Every day, consumers, businesses and government agencies share and expose more of
themselves online. For hackers, the lure of this data, and the associated payday exploiting it, is
often far too compelling to ignore.

C

yber attacks in
organisations are
continuing to make
headlines with startling
frequency and devastating
consequences. As a result, they’re bringing
the topic of security to every boardroom in
Australia and around the world — prompting
organisations to more closely consider
how they can protect themselves and their
customers, while still offering the access and
capabilities demanded in the digital age.
While innovation and digital transformation
will remain a key focus for most, including
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the public sector, the fact is that without
the right security procedures in place, an
organisation or a government agency is a
ticking time bomb. At some point, if things
don’t change in how security is managed, it’s
inevitable you will be exposed to threats, and
your reputation and data will be at stake.
The issue of cybersecurity in government came
to the fore again recently, after the Australian
National Audit Office (ANAO) called out
again in 2015 that some agencies fell short
of mandatory federal government security
standards, despite claiming otherwise. When
measured against the four key government

mandated cyber mitigation strategies —
application whitelisting, patching applications,
patching operating systems and minimising
administrative privileges — some failed to be
compliant.
While the ANAO wouldn’t identify the specific
weaknesses found, software patching continues
to be a common problem. The auditors said
the rate of patch deployment it found was
below the industry standard of 95% of network
devices. In many cases, the entities weren’t
aware of the low patch levels, nor did they have
procedures in place to monitor and audit the
effectiveness of the deployed patches.
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So how can organisations overcome these
challenges to better navigate security threats?
The most obvious step is first acknowledging
that the most significant risk of all could
actually be coming from the inside and,
therefore, largely avoidable.
Unbeknownst to many, some of the biggest
risks organisations face are stemming from
outdated and poorly synchronised internal
procedures. These are hindering efforts to
be proactive and respond quickly at the time
of a security breach and, ultimately, inviting
hackers in.
On average, it takes 193 days to resolve a
known vulnerability. When you consider
that some sources say that a hacker can be
live in a system for roughly 250 days before
being detected, it leads to some staggering
stats — they could be taking advantage of
your organisation for 443 days, or about a
year and a quarter, before you’re aware of it.
For agencies storing sensitive public data,
this will likely send shivers through the
department.
Not surprisingly, then, 80% of cyber attacks
come from vulnerabilities that were known
about but left unpatched. Of those attacks,
99.9% of exploits were compromised over
a year after the fix was published. In some
recent cases, the vulnerabilities were up to
seven years old.
So why is this happening? If we know what
the problem is then it must be easy to solve,
right?
Well, there are some complications, the
greatest of which analysts are calling the
‘SecOps gap’ — a critical breakdown in
communication between the security and
IT operations teams. It is this gap that is
having significant implications to businesses,
exposing them to unnecessary risks and
system downtime.
And it unfolds like this.
While security is responsible for running
scans, they are then dropped off with
the IT operations team. From their
perspective, their work is done. They
‘found’ the vulnerabilities, reported them
and it’s now up to the operations team to
fix them. However, the operations team is
held accountable for uptime and stability
— to them, the changes suggested in a
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security report could pose risks to those
business objectives and SLAs. The result:
vulnerabilities are left like open wounds.
In a study conducted by Forbes for BMC
published earlier this year, it was noted that
60% of executives believed that operations
did not understand the requirements of
security and vice versa. So the two teams,
who have to feed information to one another
in order to shut down known threats,
actually don’t understand each other at all
and are not aligned on goals.
Exacerbating the situation is the lack of
visibility to actionable threat information —
this means security isn’t communicating to
operations what threats are most important
or most pervasive and therefore should be
prioritised. This is compounded further by
the restrictions posed by manual processes
— tools that aren’t linked, and use different
reference points, make processes tedious and
time-consuming.
In short, keeping large government agencies
or enterprises secure against cybercriminals
has never been tougher; that is, without
an automated system in place that can
effectively close this SecOps gap.
As outlined in the Forbes study, an
organisation’s security arsenal is determined
by the strength of its IT and security
departments combined; their united front is
fundamental to planning for and identifying
risks before they arise, and then doing
something to remove them.
Building this shield requires a game plan that
considers technology, people and processes,
and how they all correlate. Operations and
security need to understand the requirements
and concerns of the other and, in many cases,
implement a formal strategy to do so.
To go about closing the SecOps gap,
organisations need to maintain a posture of
being audit ready at all times.
This includes adherence to the top four
mitigation strategies as outlined by the
Australian Signals Directorate (ASD),
which is estimated to prevent around 80%
of targeted attempts to hack into agencies’
systems and can be summarised as follows:
• Vigilant compliance. Organisations need
to be audit (compliance and regulatory)
ready all the time, and these audits

need to be quick. Compliance can be
the first line of defence if adhered to —
protecting your organisation from both
internal and external foes.
• Precise threat analysis. In order to have
an effective security strategy, you have to
be able to see what is out there in your
network, what’s on it (or not on it) and
what business services it supports, and
assess its potential impact so you can fix
the most important things first.
• Relentless remediation. Organisations
also need precise, automated threat
analysis and remediation. There should
be a regular cadence with a measured
approach to assessing risks and benefits.
Relentlessly pursuing vulnerabilities will
help strengthen your security posture and
make it harder for hackers to get in ‘the
easy way’.
Maintaining an ongoing patch registry
ensures that the patch status of every
device on the network can be continuously
monitored, with out-of-date equipment
targeted for upgrades and compliance audits
much easier to execute when necessary. This
means that your environment is audit ready all
the time and security teams have a real-time
view of vulnerabilities. With a consistent and
trackable application of policies, organisations
can maintain vigilance with a full cycle of
system discovery, monitoring, remediation
and change control.
Whether viewed from a security,
operational or compliance perspective,
SecOps alignment is essential to ensuring
modern organisations perform at
levels required in today’s competitive
marketplace. Along with the challenges
that SecOps represents, it also provides an
important opportunity for the two teams
to be mutually successful; where they can
achieve individual goals and, of course,
improve the overall success of their business
and close this unnecessary SecOps gap.

BMC Software Australia Pty Ltd
www.bmc.com
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Changing World

THE FUTURE
OF WORK
RE-ENGINEERING VALUE THROUGH
TECHNOLOGY, PEOPLE AND PROCESS
Alan Burt, CTO, Asia Pacific & China Region, Ricoh Australia

MASS CONNECTIVITY, MOBILITY, BIG DATA, PREDICTIVE ANALYSIS AND A
WORKFORCE FULL OF MILLENNIALS ARE BRINGING BOTH CHALLENGES AND
OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE WORKING ENVIRONMENT.

W

ith tightening
budgets and
pressure to
introduce new
productivity
and efficiency measures, government
departments are under growing
obligation to demonstrate true value to
the public.
The ‘future of work’ is an important
concept for doing so. It explores how
megatrends (such as the intersection
of mobile, cloud, big data and social
technologies) will affect the way
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workplaces, including government
departments, will operate. It guides
investment in technology, people and
processes to help deliver on the value
proposition now and into the future.
Globally, society is hurtling towards
mass connectivity and this will continue
to have a profound effect on work.
Today, more than 48% of the global
population has internet coverage, and
by 2019 it is estimated that 71% will
be using it. This increase in internet
usage will see data continue to
grow exponentially as more people

and devices connect. Technology
is having an increasingly pervasive
effect on how we live and work. It can
anticipate our responses by overlaying
contextual data, information and facts,
and presenting this in real time. For
example, your smartphone knows when
you’ve left home and when you’ll arrive
at work by overlaying basic assumptions
from your routine behaviours and with
your diary and traffic conditions. Imagine
this extrapolated in a work environment.
This is fuelling an age of computer
learning and artificial intelligence.
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Computers are already better than
humans at predicting, adapting and
analysing activities and are capable
of nuancing our motions and working
with us intuitively. The future will see
computers commoditise knowledge
and the change is coming faster than
many anticipate.
Australian businesses can expect
significant changes to operating models
in every sector, including government.
Everything will be sold as a service,
letting government and business
operate on an as-required basis. Capital
investment will be reduced and this
variable cost base will afford flexibility.
The rate of digital media
consumption is revolutionising the way
customers interact with government.
Since the iPhone was launched in 2007,
the amount of time spent consuming
digital content has doubled every year.
Consumers access 51% of content via
mobile devices and social media is now
a go-to source for news.
Consumers expect information
instantly, on demand and in small
chunks. Failing to adapt to new models
will see government and business tying
up capital in inventory as consumers
turn to competitors who can deliver
an easier and more streamlined
experience.
The future of work will also be
influenced by changes in the labour
force. Millennials are the future of
Australian workplaces and, as of 2015,
are the biggest cohort in the workforce.
Millennials bring different
expectations and skills: they are
self-centred, open to change,
creative, outcome orientated and
aren’t necessarily good team players.
Workplaces of the future will be
designed to derive value from these
strengths and perceived weaknesses.
Connectivity will change the reason
millennials go to work — independent
tasks or those involving focus will be
completed remotely, with people going
into the office for social interaction and
collaboration. This means less, and
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Using a proven improvement framework as
part of a digitisation strategy can help to map,
optimise and streamline processes.
different, space. Real estate costs are
likely to reduce and activity-based
working models are expected to
evolve as more mobility will involve
designing creative workspaces for
team-based and collaborative activities
to encourage staff to come into work
and engage.
There will also be a rise of the
‘third space’ — the cafe, restaurant or
communal space where people work
outside the traditional office setting.
Technology will need to support this
style of working.
Millennials’ independence will
create new approaches to labour
contingency. Millennials want a better
hourly rate, to be productive in their
own time, work under their own
conditions and be paid for an outcome.
Sites such as Freelancer.com are
currently creating a global contingent
workforce, allowing business and
government to mobilise labour at
different price points and skill levels,
and access this immediately.
Investing in process improvements
will be critical to adapting to these
changes. Business and governments
need to deliver processes efficiently,
be clear about the value the process
creates for customers and, importantly,
generate a return on investment.
Moving away from paper-based and
fixed-location processes provides staff
with access to information as remote
and mobile workforces grow, and
affords visibility over operations. It also
delivers cost savings by reducing error,
improving turnaround times and using
less paper.
Using a proven improvement
framework as part of a digitisation
strategy can help to map, optimise and
streamline processes. To this end, Ricoh
has developed a five-step methodology

to assist enterprise and government
with the transition to digital, which has
been successfully used for more than
4000 projects globally.
First, government departments
must understand their document
environment so as to provide a baseline
performance indicator. The next step is
to improve the document environment
by creating a solution that solves
today’s problems and creates a plan for
the future.
Transforming the document
environment requires a dedicated,
expert partner that is capable of
building and introducing enterpriselevel solutions. This includes guiding
employees through the change process
with full training and support.
Once in place, a support
team governs the new document
environment, based on print policies
and service-level agreements tailored
to the organisation.
Finally, a program of continuous
improvement optimises the document
environment on an ongoing basis.
Ricoh supports this process with a
comprehensive review and audit to
ensure the implemented processes are
working effectively.
Redesigning the document
environment is a significant
undertaking. Start with a process that
can deliver hard savings — one which is
easily contained, has few stakeholders
and is economical. Proven results will
help to convince leadership on future
projects.
Demonstrating and communicating
the benefits to internal and external
stakeholders brings them on the
journey and clarifies the value
proposition and propels improvement
into the future, building a customer
experience that delights every time.
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Internet of things

BETTER DATA
BETTER DELIVERY
GOVERNMENT AGENCIES CAN USE REAL-TIME EVENT-AND DATA-DRIVEN SOLUTIONS
TO BOOST EFFICIENCY, SAFETY AND PRODUCTIVITY.

Fadi Geha, CEO, Acresta

E

ven as many
organisations take the
initial steps towards
transforming their
business and operational
processes using mobility, the next
generation of event- and data-driven
solutions is already emerging. These
new, agile solutions are being made
possible through the availability of
efficient, low-cost IoT technologies
driven by cloud-based software
platforms… producing real-life,
bespoke solutions without having
to rely on specific products from
specialist vendors.
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Let’s first look at the recent advances
that have made this possible, and
then at a couple of examples of how
government departments and agencies
can take advantage of them.
SENSING AND READING
Let’s start with IoT and proximity. Devices
such as beacons, NFC and RFID tags —
and the various sensors and readers for
detecting these devices — have been
around for some time and continue to
evolve. They’ve been used extensively in
retail, building automation and logistics all
over the world, but mainly with specialist
equipment and associated software.

The ‘game changing’ nature of IoT
and proximity is driven by the reduced
cost of sensing devices and readers
as well as the fact that readers are now
built into many mobile phones and
tablets. RFID tags sell for only a few
cents each while Bluetooth beacons
are now available for just a few dollars.
Environmental sensors equipped with
new forms of communication such
as ZigBee, ZWave and BLE are also
plummeting in price as demand soars.
EDGE INTELLIGENCE AND HUBS
But having cheap hardware isn’t
enough. You need to be able to install
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it, manage it and ensure security isn’t
compromised. You’ll probably want to
be able to understand patterns in the
data and pick up exceptions. And you
may wish to ‘composite’ readings from
multiple sensors and send alerts when
certain combinations of readings occur.
You’ll certainly want to parse the
‘events’ that occur when tags are read
on an asset or inventory item. You’ll want
to sense beacons carried by staff or
send notice of an exception in a sensor
reading through to other systems that
will do something with that event.
Bringing together and performing
this initial processing of the signals from
sensors and readers is called ‘edge
processing’ or ‘edge intelligence’ —
referring to the processing being done
at the network edge. Mostly this is
done in intelligent ‘hubs’ or ‘gateways’
that manage multiple devices and
can be programmed to optimise the
data stream that is sent on for further
processing.
These hub devices (which are
effectively ‘for purpose’ computers) are
an exciting and huge growth area in the
IoT marketplace, and their capabilities
are developing by the month. Such hubs
provide onboard and remote sensors,
edge intelligence, network connectivity
and remote cloud management. Hubs
also allow the remote management
of devices, pushing commands and
performing automated firmware
updates.
INSIGHT AND MANAGEMENT
Insight into the data flowing from your
network of devices and hubs can’t be
built up from the inputs from hubs alone.
Edge intelligence does some of the
work, but there are now cloud-based
proximity and IoT services that enable
you to build wider insight (as well as
helping you to manage your hubs and
devices) within an easy-to-configure
environment.
These cloud-based services can add
value by looking for short-term patterns,
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Workflows can be automated, ensuring increased
engagement for the employee and richer data
for the fleet manager.
sending alerts (by app notification, SMS,
email or even via Twitter) and managing
the sending of processed data and
events to the APIs on the business side,
where something can be done with them.
SUPERCHARGING APPS
WITH CONTEXT
These technologies all enable the
capture of environmental data, proximity
events or tag readings. But what do you
actually do with that data in a practical
business sense, when these events
happen?
Enterprise mobile apps can be
significantly enhanced by ensuring the
information delivered to the employee
is contextual. Context is developed by
including: the employee’s location; time;
role in the organisation; previous activity
at that location; rights and privileges;
work practices and flow; and WHS
policies and compliance.
Once context is included within the
app, the information provided to the
employee is not only highly relevant, it
becomes intuitive, thereby increasing
engagement and productivity.
Let’s now look at how these
technologies can be put to good use via
a couple of scenarios that use enterprise
mobile apps for the workforce — or as
we call them, soldier apps.
ASSET MAINTENANCE
One of the main components of
a contextual solution for asset
maintenance and management comes
from the ability to automatically identify
that asset.
When approaching an asset that
is equipped with a Bluetooth Beacon,
or by tapping an NFC or RFID tag, the
employee’s device immediately opens

the asset management application and
populates it with relevant information
for the employee’s role: a supervisor, an
electrician and a gas fitter may all have
a different experience, as their context
is different.
The app may also provide information
such as previous history, work orders,
diagrams, photos and so on.
VEHICLE INSPECTION
A local government council operates a
fleet of vehicles ranging from passenger
cars to commercial construction
vehicles. Each has its own requirements
for driver licensing, WHS compliance
and maintenance.
Council may already have an app
that allows for the inspection and
reporting of the vehicles and completion
of maintenance reports which are fed
by mobile devices in real time to fleet
managers and management systems.
But the addition of beacon
technology will enhance the mobile
app by enabling it to understand a
range of related elements that allow it
to automatically adjust the information
presented to the end user. Workflows
can be automated, ensuring increased
engagement for the employee and
richer data for the fleet manager.
In conclusion, event- and datadriven solutions made possible through
efficient, low-cost IoT technologies
are giving organisations the option
to develop agile real-life solutions
that aren’t tied to specific vendors.
Government departments and
agencies can take advantage of these
technologies to automate and expedite
routine activities, with a consequent vast
improvement in efficiencies, safety and
productivity.
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How data analytics can
change government

I

n an election year, all thoughts turn
to changing governments. One
of the most effective catalysts for
change is, in fact, data analytics.
When used effectively, data
analytics can help to save lives, improve
efficiencies, reduce costs and help
governments deliver better citizen services.
Data analytics is what makes big data come
alive. The Australian Government collects
large amounts of data about people through
various agencies and touch points. Without
analytics, the government can store and
retrieve this data, but it cannot gain insights.
Analytics, using a number of different
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technologies, creates value from data that is
more than the sum of its parts.
Data analytics can answer four key questions:
what happened, why it happened, what
will happen, and how to make it happen.
Descriptive analytics answers what has
happened. Diagnostic analytics answers why
it happened. Predictive analytics tells us what
will happen. Prescriptive analytics reveals
how to make something happen.
Governments are tasked with finding answers
to big questions, such as how to overcome
the drugs problem, how to improve public
health or how to stop terrorism. While
individual stories give context to these

challenges, government agencies need sound
data analytics to shape their response to the
problem.
Decision-makers have to rely on whatever
information is available to make the tough
choices. Historically, what they had access
to was not necessarily the best information.
Sometimes the people who were asking the
questions didn’t have access to the right data.
To address the issue of illicit drugs,
governments can work with police labs to
track increasingly detailed data on the types
of illegal substances police are finding on the
street, and how often they’re finding them.
The results may show a steady rise in heroin
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submissions and a decline in cocaine, for
example. By soliciting data and input from
law enforcement and public health agencies,
governments can visualise the data by
creating geospatial maps, colour-coordinated
line graphs with trend data or even a timelapse map that shows how the drug epidemic
has evolved over time.
They can then see where treatment centres
may be needed, where local hospitals may
need more resources or where police may
need more numbers.
Modern technology allows governments to
combine all these datasets to tell a complete
story, leading to much better decision- and
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policy-making. When you can collect, unify
and analyse all the data that surrounds your
department, government is empowered to
uncover the key insights that matter most.
In 2016 and beyond, data analytics will play
an increasingly key role in government. It
will require a continued effort in analysing
increasingly large datasets. These datasets are
arriving with greater speed than ever before,
and with wider variety and complexity.
With more data to analyse, agencies
can easily be overwhelmed as they try
to maintain system performance and
data integrity while protecting sensitive
information. Additionally, with most
agencies having legacy systems in place, it
can be difficult to integrate new systems and
different vendors into their existing analytic
ecosystem.
Teradata provides end-to-end solutions
and services to let government agencies
create unified data ecosystems. The
Teradata Unified Data Architecture, for
example, integrates different platforms
into a comprehensive analytics solution
that enables fast, deep and powerful data
management, storage and exploration. With
this architecture, agencies can complement
and augment their legacy systems rather than
abandon them.
These technologies can help all areas of
government. For example, healthcare fraud
can be a significant problem. However,
by combining medical claims data with
other publicly-available data — such as
bankruptcies, liens, judgements or even
repeated address changes — into an integrated
data model or unified data architecture,
advanced analytics can be used to make fraud
easier to track and even proactively predict the
likelihood of its occurrence.
Teradata’s Aster analytics engine helps run
analytics that could only be done manually
in the past. It can be used to analyse
older, transcribed handwritten records
or typed reports through sophisticated
text analytics capabilities and sentiment
analysis automatically, decreasing time to
results. With less expensive storage available
through sophisticated techniques, all within
the unified data architecture, government
agencies would be able to analyse all the data,

rather than just representative samples of it.
Data analytics and cloud storage will make
a strong combination for government. The
reduced costs mean government agencies
will be able to do more with less. It means
agencies will be able to avoid setting up
and maintaining their own infrastructure.
Because that’s done by the cloud provider,
the agency can convert capital expenditure
into operating expenditure.
Legacy systems can prove a barrier to
agencies looking to put cloud first. However,
a unified data architecture can solve this.
This is an ecosystem that lets users harness
all of the agency’s data. It’s also referred to
as a logical data warehouse because it brings
the right type of analytical processing to the
underlying datasets. Further, it allows users
to combine and analyse data from multiple
disparate platforms, into a single query.
A logical data warehouse can subsume
older platforms, so agencies that choose
not to transform and migrate data into an
integrated data model can still leverage their
legacy systems.
With a unified data architecture that can
accompany legacy systems, complemented
by cloud technologies, government agencies
can better manage the vast amounts of data
accelerating toward them. The future of data
analytics does not have to be daunting. With
a unified data architecture, inside or outside
the cloud, government can be ready for
advanced analytical capabilities and harness
large influxes of complex data to further
agency initiatives.
There are three key success factors in using
data to improve government:
• Think through the strategy: create a
proof of concept, or collaborate with
other organisations that have already
invested in solutions.
• Rethink how you can use existing data in
new and meaningful ways.
• Solicit the help of parliamentary officials
to break down data-sharing silos among
agencies.

Teradata Australia Pty Ltd
www.teradata.com.au
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Cloud Computing

CLOUD MYTHS
BUSTED
Mike Lord, VP, ANZ, OpenText

FROM SECURITY TO SAAS, THIS EXPERT ADVICE WILL HELP YOU AVOID FALLING
FOR THE MOST COMMON CLOUD FABLES.

C

loud computing has
enabled integration
of resources across
the enterprise, where
information is shared on
demand across a single network rather
than confined to specific departments.
With this capacity comes the potential
for optimisation of work processes and
resource allocation — but only if the
cloud is efficiently applied.
Unfortunately, migrating complex,
enterprise-wide technology solutions to
the cloud is not a simple linear formula.
Cloud implementation should not merely
be an issue for the IT department; it is
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an organisational change that affects
information distribution throughout
the business and, therefore, must be
planned and executed with the same
care as any other business strategy.
The value of moving to the cloud
is well documented and Australian
organisations are already seizing the
benefits across a wide spectrum of
industries. However, while we have
been ranked fourth across Asia–Pacific
in the 2016 Cloud Readiness Index by
the Asia Cloud Computing Association,
the report shows that businesses here
are still struggling to keep pace with our
regional peers.

In light of that, here are my top five
fables and pieces of mythbusting advice
to help businesses ensure they are
getting things right.
MYTH 1: OPTING FOR CLOUD IS
A TECHNOLOGY CHOICE
Wrong. Choosing a cloud-based system
involves more than just understanding if
it is technically feasible, or knowing what
type of cloud would be most suitable for
the business. Moving to the cloud is a
business decision and should be treated
as such.
Whether you are planning on moving
a single solution to the cloud or your
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Choosing a cloud-based system involves
more than just understanding if it is technically
feasible, or knowing what type of cloud would
be most suitable.
entire organisation’s IT, you must have
a good understanding of the goals you
want to achieve. Cloud simply provides
capacity, but businesses must still
leverage this capability in a strategic
manner. You must consider the potential
business benefits or downsides,
productivity gains and information
security issues.
Each deployment, each business and
each cloud instance will be different,
so there is no one-size-fits-all solution
to any of this. Sometimes cloud will be
the answer, sometimes on-premises
systems will and, at other times, hybrid
offerings will be the key to success.

— but the perception and the reality
don’t seem to match.
IT service provision is a cloud
vendor’s core business and, as such,
they have to ensure that technology,
physical locations and personnel all
comply with stringent security standards.
Often, individual enterprises simply do
not have the resources to achieve the
levels of security and compliance that
are table-stakes for cloud providers.
That said, do not simply assume that
all cloud providers are secure. Get them
to demonstrate their security capabilities
and spell out their security processes
and certifications to you.

MYTH 2: THE CLOUD IS NOT SECURE
Wrong — although sometimes it seems
that way. A 2015 study published by the
Cloud Security Alliance revealed that
data security is still the number one
concern holding back organisations
from moving their systems to the cloud

More importantly, every organisation
needs to understand the security,
governance and regulatory compliance
requirements of the industry in which it
operates. Unless you deeply understand
what you need from a cloud vendor, you
won’t know if they can provide the right
service and security.
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MYTH 3: CLOUD IS AN ALL-ORNOTHING PROPOSITION
Not necessarily. Many vendors these
days are pushing a cloud-first strategy
or claim that cloud is the only way.
However, the reality is that it does not
always make either business, regulatory
or technical sense for organisations to
put all IT assets in the cloud.
Increasingly, organisations are
adopting hybrid deployment options,
having some systems and processes
on-premises, others in a private
or public cloud and all of these
systems integrated. Often, this is due
to regulatory or data sovereignty
requirements, or simply business drivers
that require some information to be kept
close to the organisation.
Today, there are many possible
options for organisations to consider,
such as public and private cloud,
managed services and hybrid
deployment options. It is vital that all
options are thoroughly explored and
a carefully considered choice is made
around those that work best for the
organisation from both a technical and
business perspective.
MYTH 4: CLOUD IS ONLY GOOD FOR
SAVING MONEY
Wrong. While cloud migration generally
has the potential to reduce capital
expenditure, and consolidating systems
can help generate savings, this is often
only part of the story. As the experience
is different for each organisation, the
benefits should be linked to the key
reason they chose to migrate in the first
place.
Some IT departments will see service
levels improve and find they can offer
24/7 support despite having limited
staff numbers. Others will gain from not
having to spend time and money on
upgrading or maintain software.
In turn, businesses experience
greater productivity as they are able to
focus on higher value work, as opposed
to fretting over administrative and
maintenance tasks.
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At the end of the day, it is vital to
explore the benefits of moving to the
cloud in a strategic sense. This means
evaluating total cost of ownership and
wider organisational gains, rather than
simply focusing on upfront costs.
MYTH 5: CLOUD = SAAS
Wrong — the cloud is much more than
SaaS. While SaaS is a prominently
featured example of cloud usage, it
certainly does not encompass all the
possibilities.
Many companies are looking at
how the cloud can provide services to
their business — such as e-commerce,
supply chain transactions, platform or
infrastructure services.
Others want a managed services
offering, hosting applications in a
private cloud environment, with access
to dedicated functionality, application
customisation and integration.

Do not assume that all cloud providers are secure.
Get them to demonstrate their capabilities and
spell out their processes.
With a growing number of options
available, it is important to evaluate
carefully what you are trying to achieve.
There are lots of deployment options
available — you just have to find
the right one to meet your business
requirements.

Ultimately, cloud is merely the means
to achieve a strategic purpose. It is
important for organisations to bear in
mind the end objective when it comes
to deploying on the cloud so that it fulfils
a function of the business, rather than
being just a function in itself.

UEM Endpoint Security
Multi-platform Patch
Application Whitelisting

Cloud Service Management

Malware Protection

ITIL Best Practices

Device Control

Service Catalogue
Voice Automation
Workflow Automation
3rd Party Integration

ph: 02 8080 3300
heatsoftware.com
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RETHINKING
THE PARADIGM

TRANSFORMING TO THE
NEW ECONOMY OF PEOPLE
David Braue
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A REVALUATION OF SOCIAL CAPITAL WILL BE CRITICAL AS GOVERNMENTS
LEVERAGE TECHNOLOGY TO REDEFINE PUBLIC GOOD.
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A

ustralian government
organisations need to
work smarter, not harder,
to leverage the country’s
natural innovation base
into a new ‘Public Good 3.0’ framework.
Only this way will it ensure it steps away
from the traditional tax-and-spend
mentality to embrace a more equitable
model of generating and distributing
wealth, an organisational dynamics expert
has warned.
Despite advances in translating
existing concepts of service delivery
into the digital realm, the habit of using
those advances as new entry points
into existing channels had prevented
many in government from looking
outside of existing structures, Monica
Bradley, director of strategic consultancy
Purposeful Capital, told GTR in the leadup to her presentation at the AC Events
Technology in Government conference in
Canberra in August.
“We’re going from the economy of
operations — the industrial age — to the
economy of people,” she explained, “and
this provides some unique advantages to
Australia because many disadvantages
that we had in the old economy, like scale
and location, are now dissipated.”
Although the government’s ongoing
digital transformation work was putting
increasing momentum behind that
transformation, Bradley said, its continuing
reliance on established concepts around
funding and return on investment meant
that government organisations were
continuing to struggle with tapping into the
country’s reservoirs of innovation.
Resolving this struggle was a key part
of the Public Good 3.0 framework, which
Bradley described as “public good as
a platform rather than a public good as
a big, bureaucratic thing”. The existing
bureaucracy continued to impede efforts
to tap into human capital and innovation,
she said, and existing government
structures perpetuate these obstacles.
“Instead of government assuming
like in the industrial age that it knows
how to solve every problem — and then
putting out an RFT that costs $1m to even
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“Australia is never going to win the scale battle
against capital markets like the US; all we can
win is that we do focused innovation better.”
– Monica Bradley
get involved in — it should put out open
innovation challenge questions. Australia
is never going to win the scale battle
against capital markets like the US; all
we can win is that we do focused
innovation better.”
DESIGNING BETTER SERVICES
Innovation offers tremendous potential
to reform the delivery of government
services around a people-based model
rather than one in which the government
acts like a large, dominant corporation.
According to Bradley, that focus
on people would grow over time as
governments progressively broke their
functions — “a lot of clutter” — down into
smaller and smaller pieces that can be
progressively outsourced to allow them
to direct their energies into capitalising on
their intrinsic reservoirs of innovation.
New technologies would play a
significant role in helping this innovation
instantiate across government, with big
data and analytics helping government
bodies keep up with changing
requirements and to match their activities
to the expectations of their constituents.
One project Bradley is currently
working with has seen a state government
adopting a more proactive stance by
“creating services using data signalled
from constituents”, she said. “They’re
delivering services before you know
you need them. And if you do proactive
servicing, in most cases you effectively
halve the cost of delivery and you can
increase the outcomes by anywhere
between 20 and 40%.”
Bradley and her project team had
run around a dozen experiments based
around this idea — which required servicedelivery experts to work laterally across
a range of departments, agencies and
locations. They found great traction within
agencies that recognised the importance

of driving change using human-centric
design at the front end, rather than
organisation-centric change at the
back end.
Centralised agencies such as the state
treasury already had the key to driving
major change in the way projects are
executed, given that all existing projects
eventually draw on Treasury resources in
one way or another. By applying big-data
conceits to this information, Bradley said,
governments can draw out common
themes and identify areas where proactive
efforts at service consolidation might help
foster whole-of-government culture.
“At the moment, the way the
government works is that people make
promises, decide on an amount of money
to fund them, then go through and design
the programs,” Bradley explained. “Then
they go to the state treasury and say ‘now
you need to pay for it’.”
“But Treasury has all this data about
what other programs are doing, and it
sees a joined-up view across the entire
government. So we’re looking into how
the combination of data analytics and
design thinking can help by using financial
literacy, and the big-data numbers they
have already gotten from use cases about
how to design services better.”
Federal government models, which are
similarly built around directing government

Monica Bradley, Director, Purposeful Capital
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bodies to spend taxation revenues
collected from all across the country, were
equally due for a shake-up, Bradley said.
“We pay for public goods — health
care, education, social security, retirement,
wellbeing — through an economic
lens that has taxation at its root,” she
explained, arguing that current models
of government don’t recognise the nonfinancial resources that may be available
for harnessing in the delivery of more
proactive models of government.
“That’s like using a stone tablet to [read]
a novel,” Bradley added. “If we think more
broadly that there is a lot of value being
exchanged in the new economy, what we
don’t have is a model or way of thinking
about how we exchange that value — and
how we should fund those public-good
things that need to be done. That’s the
biggest question, and then technology
becomes an enabler.”
THINKING MORE BROADLY
If public good is seen as the endgame for
government activities and investments,
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Bradley reasons, government must
logically find a way to convert social
capital — giving someone a ride to work or
cleaning someone’s house — into credit
for public services in what she called “one
big loyalty program for governments”.
This type of new thinking would allow
governments to harness social, ecological
and other forms of capital in the same way
that financial capital is harnessed today.
This is the core conceit of the Public Good
3.0 model, she said — and the conceptual
basis on which future governments
will need to expand their conceptual
frame when designing models of value
exchange.
“We are a systems economy and we
are about making processes, putting
them into special areas and costing them
together,” Bradley said. “We have chosen
to view the world through an economic
lens and we have just incrementally done
below-the-line innovation for a long time,
which means we made processes faster,
more efficient and automated so they
require less people to operate.

“What we haven’t done is to
dramatically rethink the next paradigm,”
she added. “There are a bunch of things
that we could band together and fix if we
think more broadly.
“People are very clever but I want
to inspire them to not only be effective
and efficient, but to be imaginative in
what technology enables us to do. It’s all
about increasing the circumference of
‘normal’.”

You can catch Monica Bradley’s
presentation at the Technology in
Government conference and expo
in Canberra, 2–3 August. She will be
speaking on the first day of the event,
Tuesday, 2 August, at 11.35 am. Check
out the Technology in Government
website for the full line-up of
dozens of public sector, academic
and industry speakers who outline
their experiences and insights into
government ICT.
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8:15 | Doors Open
8:50 | Welcome and Opening Remarks by Conference Chair

9:00 | The Inevitable Conclusion of Government Transformation

11:50 | International Case Study: e-Governance Initiatives in Gujarat –
Success and Opportunities

Pankaj Kumar,
Road Transport Corporation (India)

Gujarat State

12:15 | Beyond the Trough of Disillusionment: Nation of Innovation
with Truly Open Data
9:30 | Digital Government – Where Great Experiences Meet Great
Expectations for Citizens, Businesses, and Employees
Scott Cassin,
Services, Asia Pacific & Japan

David Eaves,
Harvard University (USA)

HPE Enterprise

10:00 | Simpler, Clearer, Faster – Collaboration and Transformation
in the Public Service
Paul Shetler,

Digital Transformation Office (DTO)

10:20 | Panel Discussion: The Evolving Role of Government in the
Digital Age
Jon Cumming,

ACT Government

Monica Bradley,
Pedro Harris,
NSW Department of Finance, Services and
Innovation
David Eaves,
Harvard University (USA)
Rick Wingfield,

Australia Post Ventures

16:30 | Chairperson’s Insights: Emerging Technologies
Dr Emily Verstege,

Dr Emily Verstege,
Harvard University (USA)

16:35 | Leading Staff Through Complex Change
Randall Brugeaud,
Immigration and Border Protection

Department of

16:55 | Applications of Blockchain for Government
Rick Wingfield,
11:30 | Chairperson’s Insights: Collaboration in Government
Dr Emily Verstege,
11:35 | Remodelling Value Exchange to Achieve Public Good 3.0

Australia Post Ventures

17:15 | Uncovering Technologies that will Drive Tomorrow’s
Government Operations
Steve Wilson,
Constellation Research

Monica Bradley,
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8:40 | Door Opens
9:00 | Welcome and Opening Remarks by Conference Chairman
Dr Emily Verstege,

9:10 | Enhancing Service Delivery with Payment Process
Innovation

10:00 | Reducing Red Tape, Costs and Reporting Time with End-toEnd Online Processing

John McAlister,
Australian Taxation Office
10:20 | Platform enabled shared services to improve service delivery
David Oakley,
Zealand

ServiceNow Australia & New

10:40 | Governing Technology-Enabled Projects for success

John Murphy,
Department of Human Services
9:40 | Artificial Intelligence in Government – A Holistic Assessment

Professor Suresh Cuganesan,
The University of Sydney, John Grill Centre

Adrian Turner,

Data61

11:45 Delegates break into three dedicated streams - selected prior to the event:

Please turn page for stream agendas

15:30 | Afternoon Tea and exhibition Viewing

16:10 | Presentation of Datapalooza Projects
16:45 | Audience Votes on DataPalooza
16:50 | Datapalooza Winner Announced and Closing Remarks
from Chair
17:00 | Conference Closes
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Introduction to Stream by Conference
Chairman
Collaborating to Create Stronger
Intelligence Networks

Introduction to Stream by Conference
Chairman
How to Continuously Innovate with
Agility in Public Sector ICT

Introduction to Stream by
Conference Chairman
Dr Emily Verstege,

Can a Gamified Mobile App
Influence Job Seeker Behaviour?
Stephen Moore,
Mohan Aiyaswami,
Department of Defence
Panel Discussion: The Next Five
Years of Security Threats

Software Defined Networking in
Government

of Employment

Department

Uncovering Delivery Techniques of
the iConnect Program

Rob Sherwood,
Big Switch Networks
Applications of Blockchain for
Government
Mitra Bhar,
Teaching and Educational
Standards (BOSTES) NSW

Inside the Government Marketplace
Pedro Harris,

Verification, registration,
authentication for whole of
government

NSW
Department of Finance
Creating Always-On Government

David Colussi,
ACT Government

Collaborating with Youth to Create
Globally Awarded Community
Services Warringah Council’s KALOF
App
John Warburton, Deputy
General Manager, Warringah
Council
Fireside Chat – How to Enhance the
Citizen Experience

Rachel Dixon,
Digital Transformation Office
Securing Connected Devices to Unlock
the Value of the Internet of Things

Nathan Steiner,
Veeam Software
Enabling Intelligent Transport, Precision
Agriculture, Efficient Freight and Much
More
Sally Bektas,
Office

Australian Tax

Naomi Boccola
Department of the
Environment

Ian Mallett,
Laurie Patton,
Internet Australia
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Authority

Civil Aviation Safety

John Warburton,
Council
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Opinion
COULD THE ‘DIGITAL EMBASSY’
ENHANCE THE VALUE OF CLOUD?
DIVIDING THE PHYSICAL
AND VIRTUAL DATAHOSTING DYNAMIC COULD
HELP OVERCOME TRICKY
JURISDICTIONAL ISSUES.

Al Blake, Principal Analyst, Ovum’s Australian
Government practice
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The arrival of cloud delivery presents a
substantial opportunity for all industries,
but government adoption is often
hampered by concerns regarding the
physical whereabouts of the data,
somewhat undermining the location
independence benefit that is a cornerstone
of cloud philosophy.
Over the past five years, almost every
nation has placed limitations on the
physical storage of its data — with some
federal jurisdictions even going so far as to
require data be stored ‘in state’, although
thankfully that is now less common.
The jurisdiction issue highlights the
difficulties in reconciling legal constructs
based on clear physical boundaries to
sovereignty, with a virtual world where
such concepts make little sense. Nowhere
is this more starkly illustrated than in the
high-profile case between Microsoft and
the US Department of Justice, where the
US Government is attempting to obtain
emails held by a Microsoft subsidiary in
Ireland, an EU country, and in a facility
staffed by EU citizens. While the legal
arguments remain contested, Microsoft
finds itself between a legal ‘rock and a
hard place’ — where it could be in violation
of US law if it does not provide the data,
yet contravenes EU law if it does.
In anticipation of such issues, major
technology players are taking steps to
ensure that they don’t have the technical
capability to extract users’ information —
even when directed to by law enforcement
agencies. Apple’s recent iPhone design
changes means they no longer retain the

encryption keys that can unlock a phone
without an end user’s permission. Ensuring
there are no back doors to circumvent
security is fundamental, not only to
protecting the data, but also to maintaining
any credibility for their products in the
marketplace, as Apple and others
well know.
So how do these developments
potentially affect the government adoption
of cloud? A number of organisations have
been discussing the potential to store data
in the cloud yet retain the keys on-site —
or, most importantly, at least in-country.
Once this capability becomes widely
available, concerns about jurisdiction will
be more easily addressed, as without
the keys, the data, wherever it is, will be
essentially useless.
Of course, the real benefits of global
digital infrastructure will be realised when
legal frameworks realign with the realities
of the virtual world. Estonia, the home
of Skype and a country at the forefront
of digital initiatives, has proposed the
concept of ‘digital embassies’ — whereby
data physically hosted in one country
is legally regarded as being in another.
Such virtual embassies would not only
overcome the physical location issue but
also “ensure the functioning of the state,
regardless of Estonia’s territorial integrity”,
providing a nation-state with its own
business continuity plan. After 55 years,
it seems time to revisit Article 22 of the
Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations
to ensure it encompasses a nation’s virtual
assets as well its physical ones.
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we talk pool cleaning systems

TURNING UP THE HEAT
saving money in aquatic centres
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Wireless Connectivity
PCs & Notebooks
Cloud Integration
Servers
Digital Signage
Telephony
Document Management
Software & Solutions
Point-of-Sale Terminals
Multi-Function Printers
Barcode Printers
Desktop Printers

UPDATING ?
EXPANDING ?
MOVING OFFICE ?
Let TOSHIBA take care of
all your office technology needs.
From desktop computers and multi-function printers to network setup
and IP telephone systems. Toshiba is the only supplier to offer
a complete technology fit out, quickly and efficiently.
One supplier, one contract, one easy monthly payment.
As your technology partner, we’ll take the time to understand your
Government Department at every level. We call this Toshiba One.
Contact Toshiba to plan your next move today.
1300 794 202
www.toshiba-business.com.au

